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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Massive outdoor pool party as partiers celebrate NFL Playoffs even with Covid cases skyrocketing in Las Vegas. The scene as all the teams were shown on jumbotron both outside and inside the World's biggest sportsbook. Stadium Swim and the inside Stadium 3 level arena on the gaming floor were packed to capacity as even beer vendors were  used as well inside as the custoners showed their spirit for their favorite teams inside the Circa hotel. The owner of Circa, Derek Stevens was also spotted wearing a blazer and backwards hat in his vip section.  11 Jan 2021  Pictured: Stadium Swim , Circa Hotel Sportsbook.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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